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3.2.1 Executive Summary
Describe the key elements of your proposal. Describe why your company believes it can provide
and is qualified to provide the engineering services as described in this ITN. (See Section 3.1.2)
Thus, you must clearly identify the engineering services that you are capable of providing.
Highlight any major features, functions, value-adds, and areas of support that differentiate your
service offering from your competitors’ offerings.
Proposer Response: CompQsoft provides the University of Central Florida (UCF) with a firm
that is able to meet all the requirements of this solicitation in a manner that provides value,
efficiency, and repeatability to the scope of work to be performed. Our company provides
specific expertise and experience to the UCF Network Engineering effort. Working under an
integrated technical and management execution framework, CompQsoft will perform all
activities leveraging a proven set of mature technical and management processes.
Team CompQsoft has extensive past performance in performing similar work for a variety of
Federal Government prime contractor clients. Several of the most relevant of these efforts has
been included within our response. Our integrated technical and management execution
framework has been used successfully on each of these efforts and the experience, lessons
learned, and innovations gained from those efforts will accrue to UCF in their selection of
CompQsoft for this effort.
CompQsoft has a proven set of mature, proven processes to be deployed in support of all the
proposed solicitation efforts. We utilize an integrated technical and management execution
framework, comprising process elements from CMMI, ITIL, and ISO standards in the actual
execution of the work. This framework will be tailored for the UCF Network Engineering effort
based on UCF specific processes, guidance, and conditions. In addition, CompQsoft has proven
practices for the recruiting and retention of personnel that will be leveraged on this effort.
CompQsoft is ready to provide personnel to support and execute all projected efforts under the
UCF Network Engineering effort. CompQsoft has the nimbleness of small business combined
with depth of talent and experience found in large businesses, bound together with a tight set of
proven, mature processes to ensure that UCF will get the best value for its dollar on the IT
Support Services effort.

3.2.2 Corporate Profile
Provide an overview and history of your company. Describe the organization of your company
that includes organizational structure.
Proposer Response: CompQsoft is a minority owned HUBZone small business located in
Houston, Texas. Founded in 1997, CompQsoft is a privately held company with over 15 years
of experience in federal and state contracting services. CompQsoft has evolved from assisting
commercial companies responding to year 2000 challenges to providing a full life cycle IT
solutions for federal, state, and local government agencies. Today, CompQsoft offers a range of
Information Management (IM) services including program and project management; network
engineering design development and implementation services; data cleansing, migration and
fusion; business intelligence, analytic applications and solutions; software development,
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integration and support; operations and maintenance; independent test, validation, verification
and evaluation; management support services; training, communications and outreach support
services; service desk support; and mobile device and mobile application management solutions.
As this effort will be a material effort in the CompQsoft project portfolio, CompQsoft will
organizationally manage this effort as a distinct, focused entity. This will be done to allow for
company top management to focus on the effort as well as provide focused, dedicated resources
to support this strategic and valuable corporate project. Initially senior executives from the firm
will assume the key positions within the organization to organizationally allow for time, focus,
and dedication. Furthermore, additional dedicated staff will be brought in from elsewhere in the
company to provide focused customer and employee support.
The UCF Network Engineering effort will fit into the CompQsoft organization as shown in the
figure below:

CompQsoft Organization For
UCF Network Engineering Effort

Figure 1 CompQsoft Organization Structure for UCF Network Engineering Effort

To organizationally ensure this effort maintains primary focus for the firm, President and Owner
Madina Shaik will be the initial Program Manager for the effort. This ensures that the customer
as well as the CompQsoft corporate structure execute every activity on this effort in accordance
with the strategic and vital effort it is. To further enhance the focus and support provided to the
effort, an Executive Support Team will advise both the Program Manager as well as other
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functional managers in execution of daily activities in support of the contract. This support team
will consist of:
 Corporate Personnel Manager – Haffeeza Shaik
 Corporate Financial Manager – Iftikhar
 Corporate Business Development Manager – Steve Canerossi
This team will ensure that the depth of CompQsoft capabilities and experience are brought to
bear in support of this contract’s goals and objectives.
Due to the large size of this effort corporately, CompQsoft will engage dedicated personnel from
its corporate support team in support of resourcing, payroll and benefits, and customer
satisfaction/relationship. Normally managed in a matrix fashion, the relative size, importance,
and nature of this effort requires the use of dedicated and focused personnel to support these
support activities. These personnel are top performers within CompQsoft (e.g. on career track to
assume senior corporate positions in the future) who will bring top-caliber performance to each
of these support activities.

3.2.3 Company Background
Provide information on company size, industrial track record, financial stability, years in
business, etc. What is your company’s capacity in providing the resources in both management
and technical to deliver the services to UCF?
Proposer Response: CompQsoft has the financial condition, capacity, and resources to support
this contract without assistance from any outside source. As a provider of personnel and
solutions to the Federal Government prime contractors for many years, CompQsoft understands
the unique requirements of the environment and personnel working in government-supported
organizations. A key corporate growth strategy for the firm is to perform more work directly for
the clients as a prime contractor, as most efforts to date have been in a subcontractor role. This
will allow CompQsoft to bring its unique and focused execution approach and practices to bear
directly in support of its Government-supported organization’s mission and goals and objectives.
This effort is a key component of that strategy.
Upon contract award, this effort would represent a material percentage of CompQsoft’s total
business base on an annual basis. While significant, it is not beyond the resources of our talents
and capabilities, as the growth rate of the business over the past several years demonstrates. As
this effort is both strategic and sizeable for CompQsoft, the support and successful execution of
this effort will be the key focal area for all of our firm’s top management.
As this effort will be the largest effort in the CompQsoft project portfolio, CompQsoft will
organizationally manage this effort as a distinct entity. This will be done to allow for company
top management to focus on the effort as well as provide focused, dedicated resources to support
this strategic and valuable corporate project. Initially senior executives from the firm will assume
the key positions within the organization to organizationally allow for time, focus, and
dedication. Furthermore, additional dedicated staff will be brought in from elsewhere in the
company to provide focused customer and employee support.
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3.2.4 Financial Information
Provide financial information on your company (e.g., annual report, 10-K).
Proposer Response: CompQsoft is providing 2011 and 2012 financial information to UFC to
demonstrate our firm has the size and financial resources to support this effort.
Following are the Balance Sheet and Income Statement for CompQsoft for 2011:
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Following are the Income Statement and Balance Sheet for CompQsoft for 2012:
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3.2.5 Reference Accounts
List three accounts with networks similar to UCF needs. University and/or College accounts
would be a plus. Proposers must include:
• Company/University name and address
• Network services rendered and length of service
Proposer Response: CompQsoft has selected three relevant past performance efforts for the
University of Central Florida (UCF) Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering effort.
Each effort reflects a unique element of complexity that is also found in the scope of the UCF
Network Engineering effort and reflects the level of depth, capability, and expertise which
CompQsoft can bring to the effort. The following tables provide information for each past
performance reference.
ARMY - General Funds Enterprise Business System (GFEBS)
Contract Number: Accenture Prime No:
Dollar Value: $19,713,309.00
N00104-A-ZF12
Customer/Agency: Accenture (Dept. of
Contract Type: Sub-Contract
Army is end-user)
Contract Title: ARMY GFEBS Support
Period of Performance: 12/2009 – Present
Place of Performance: Alexandria VA with
various CONUS & OCONUS Locations.
Accenture Contracting Officer :
Name: Carol Foggie-Gordon,
Address: 5911, Kingstowne Village
Parkway, Kingstowne, VA 22315
carol.foggie-gordon@accenturefederal.com
Phone Number: 703 947-3932
Project Relevance to UCF Network Engineering:
 Data analysis, Cleansing and validation
 CMS Knowledge, Quality, Clinical performance measurement,
 Web development
 Help Desk support (Remedy or other);
 Management Consulting, Planning, and Software Development and Support
Understanding of Management of Data and Logistics including Quarterly Release
Software Cycle Support Issue prioritization, software cycles, and data management;
 Batch processing and Handling, including knowledge transfer and site coordination Risk
compliance, Knowledge Transfer, and Interoperability Documentation of System Issue
Identification, resolution tracking, and technical support including testing and
integration;
 Contingency Planning and Risk Management Facility, System and Document, Security
Description: As a sub-contractor to Accenture, CompQsoft provides Governance, Risk and
Compliance (GRC) practices, project systems, plant maintenance, material management,
spending chain, financials, equipment and assets, and BI/BO front end development support
services. We also provide onsite support and training of Army personnel at CONUS and
OCONUS Army installations.
University of Central Florida
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Our team supports the deployment of the GFEBS solution to more than 200 geographic sites and
79,000 users. We supplement our in-depth understanding of GFEBS with additional Medical
Command (MEDCOM) expertise and Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support (DMLSS)
knowledge to accomplish successful user adoption and knowledge transfer during deployments.
Information Management: Our application SMEs prepare, review and provide
recommendations on systems deployment, data conversion, loading, and sequencing strategies.
We also identify, define and quantify customer requirements and perform necessary analysis and
design to ensure technical solutions will fulfill the required objectives and outcomes. Our SMEs
supported business process reengineering activities that resulted in new and improved workflow
and increased data quality.
Management Consulting: Our application SMEs assisted in the production of detailed
management plans with the technical and business process steps required to retire the legacy
applications and shift to the new application. To prepare for this shift, we assisted in the
production of specific transition plans that outlined the business rules for the cutover/transition
period. Our SMEs also supported the project’s issue resolution and risk mitigation processes by
conducting analyses to resolve issues and risks, to include contingency planning and risk
assessment, providing issue or risk resolution alternatives and recommendations, and preparing
white papers and associated supporting documentation.
Training Support: Activities include feedback collection, course development/documentation,
and training schedule maintenance. We provide system recommendations, user requirements,
technical support, and integrated testing to support the software. Our program support includes
detailed management and transition plans, cutover cycle management, issue resolution, and risk
mitigation.
Table 1 US Army GFEBS Past Performance
US Army Logistics Support Activity Information Technology Services (LITeS)
Contract Number: Prime: W91QUZ-06-D0007 - DO CC01 / Sub: 4912064068.0
Customer/Agency: IBM (Dept. of Army is
end-user)
Contract Title: US Army Logistics Support
Activity Information Technology Services

Dollar Value: $6,715,819.52
Contract Type: Sub-Contract
Period(s) of Performance: 14 Nov 2012 - 13
October 2015

Place of Performance : Huntsville, AL
Lee Perry – IBM Program Manager
256-325-5971
lcperry@us.ibm.com
Nicole Cox – IBM Subcontracts Mgr.
256-955-9075
niccox@us.ibm.com
Project Relevance to UCF Network Engineering:
 Data Validation and Data Quality Assessment including completeness
Contracting Officer NA
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Help Desk services including call-center and desk-side support; installation,
management, and support of commercial and open source hardware and software
products supporting office, laboratory, and mobile workers;
 Network Engineering/Management including design, installation, management, and
support of networks including network operations, telecommunications equipment,
LAN/WAN/MAN equipment, circuits, telephone systems; design, installation,
management, and support of Microsoft Active Directory, Exchange, SQL, MOSS
SharePoint, Systems Management Server, Symantec Antivirus infrastructure, Citrix
remote access infrastructure, desktop virtualization infrastructure, and VPN;
 Network Engineering/Management including design, installation, management, and
support of datacenter operations including data storage, archiving, backup, application
hosting, cloud services, grid computing, server virtualization, and disaster recovery
services;
Description: CompQsoft is part of the IBM blended team and provides a range of personnel
from entry level to senior in a variety of technical fields. Members of our staff work with other
Team IBM members to transform how LOGSA, the Army’s primary logistics data and
information warehouse, provides support to soldiers and civil servants deployed in the US and
around the world. The IBM Team is divided into two primary components, the Data Center
Team and the Operations Support Team, and CompQsoft is fully engaged with both.
Information Management:
Software Engineering and Development: Our Lead Enterprise Architects System and
Software Engineers, and Application Developers help IBM to eliminate redundant and
overlapping applications, improve existing applications, and develop new, cutting edge business
intelligent and decision support tools that will enable LOGSA to provide better data and
information support to its customers around the world.
Software Configuration Management & Testing: Our Configuration and Test specialists
interface with the requirements management team and developers to help IBM ensure that all
software products modified or developed meet users requirements and expectations.
IT Infrastructure:
Database and Network Administration: Our database and network administrators help IBM
operate and improve LOGSA’s global data centers operations, which consists of a primary data
center at Redstone Arsenal Alabama and several satellite data centers at oversea locations.
Help Desk: Our PC and Network Support Technicians help IBM maintain, account for, and
issue IT devices used LOGSA’s 500+ soldiers, civil servants, and contractors ranging from
tablets to desktop computers, routers, and other devices.
Table 2 US Army LITeS Past Performance
3. SAP Technical and Functional Support to Theater Enterprise Wide Logistics Systems
(TEWLS)
Contract Number: Prime Contract No.
Dollar Value: $2,973,210.00
W74V8H-04-D-0034-0004 (CACI Project
06390.T004) & TOPR-CJB-11-17166
University of Central Florida
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Customer/Agency: CACI (Dept. of Army is
Contract Type: Sub Contract
end-user)
Contract Title: Sustainment of Theater
Period of Performance: 2/2010 – Present
Enterprise Wide Logistics Systems (TEWLS) –
JMLFDC, CONUS & OCONUS sites
Place of Performance: Frederick , MD
CACI Contracting Officer :
Project Officer/ Program Manager
Laura R. Dindal
Bob Glass
Lead Subcontracts Administrator
CACI
CACI, INC. | 14370 Newbrook Drive,
5235 Westview Dr, Ste 100
Chantilly VA 20151
Frederick, MD 21703
Office 703.679.3119 || | ldindal@caci.com
Office: (301) 696-5901 rglass@caci.com
Project Relevance to e-Intel:
(Data analysis, Cleansing and validation, CMS Knowledge, Quality, Clinical performance
measurement, Web development, Help Desk support (Remedy or other)
Risk Management, and Issue Tracking,
Performance Evaluation and System Assessment
Business Needs Assessment
Risk Evaluation and Planning, including interoperability
Data Information Management and Software Quarterly Release Cycle Support
Monthly Production Management and Planning
Documentation Support and Release Updates
System Documentation and Quarterly Updated
Batch Processing
Knowledge Transfer and Business Continuity Planning Support
Description: As a sub-contractor to CACI, CompQsoft provides SAP technical and functional
support to the Theater Enterprise Wide Logistics System (TEWLS) team to help resolve issues
with Material Management, Warehouse Management, Inventory Management, Production
Planning, Sales & Distribution, and Funds Management. Our team provides subject matter
expertise for the sustainment of TEWLS software and hardware platforms. We resolve problems,
install and upgrade software, and coordinate with the SAP Online Service System and Early
Watch Services. Our personnel monitor the SAP R/3 system to ensure peak performance and
availability for transaction processing. We also provide database and security assistance, and
transport objects (programs, customizations, and configurations) across platforms for change
control, source control, and promotion. We offered implementation, test, and other support in the
TEWLS environments during upgrades and/or implementation of support packages. Additional
tasks include TEWLS system recovery and restore; MQ Series, SmartBatch, and WebSphere
monitoring; and downtime management.
Information Management: Our SMEs prepare, review and provide recommendations on
systems deployment, data conversion, loading, and sequencing strategies, and conduct detailed
analyses of legacy and other systems to determine interface requirements and potential business
process impacts. We also provide integrated testing support during various implementation steps
and cycles, such as practice, blackout, cutover, and catch-up testing support.
Management Consulting: We developed and maintain a Sustainment Knowledge Transfer Plan
and assist in its execution, including Business continuity planning support. System
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documentation and Quarterly Updates.
Table 3 US Army TEWLS Past Performance

3.2.6 Network Engineering Roles
UCF has outlined some network engineering roles that are to be used by Proposers in
responding to this ITN. However, UCF realizes that these roles are not an exhaustive list of skill
sets that may be required to meet business needs. Updates and exceptions will be allowed as
UCF gains experience in managing a Network Engineering Service Contract. All selected firms
will be continuously updated as new engineering classes are defined.
Network Engineer
Class
Network Architect – the
planner and standard
initiator

Responsibilities, Skill Sets, and
Certifications
A Network Architect focuses on
high-level design, planning, and
standard development and solutions
using current and emerging
technologies. Develops and
publishes network standards, Data
Center standards, DMZ designs, and
strategic plan(s) to be followed by
the Network Engineers. Translates
business requirements into network
or process designs. Plans and
recommends network hardware,
systems management software and
architecture. Approves and modifies
network design and architecture to
ensure compliance. Evaluates and
recommends new products,
maintains knowledge of emerging
technologies for application to the
enterprise. Monitors network
performance, ensures capacity
planning is
performed, and is proactive in
assessing and making
recommendations for improvement.
Performs troubleshooting
procedures and designs resolution
scripts. Have appropriate levels of
nationally recognized network and
IT certifications. Some examples of
Certs may include: Cisco Certified
Network Professional (CCNP),
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Network Engineer

Network EngineerSenior

Cisco Certified Internetworking
Expert (CCIE), Extreme Networks
Specialist – Data Center (ENS-DC),
Cisco Certified Design expert &
Cisco Certified Design Architect
(CCAr)
A Network Engineer designs and
implements computer networks
resulting in reliable and highperforming networks integrating
LAN, WAN, Internet, Wireless,
Voice, and intranet components.
Configures and maintains routers,
switches, and hubs for the network
systems (including wireless and
VoIP). Follows standard practices
and procedures in the design of
networks and analyzing situations
involving readily identifiable
problems. Assists in the planning of
large scale systems projects through
vendor comparison and cost studies.
Have appropriate levels of
nationally recognized network and
IT certifications. Some examples of
Certs may include: Extreme
Networks Specialist (ENS), CCNA
& Extreme Networks Associate
(ENA), CCENT & CompTIA
Network
A Network Engineer Senior designs
and implements computer networks
resulting in reliable and highperforming networks integrating
LAN, WAN, Internet, Wireless,
Voice, Data Centers, and intranet
components. Configures and
maintains routers, switches, and
hubs for the network systems
(including wireless and
VoIP). Responsible for evaluating
current systems. Works on complex
problems where analysis of situation
requires in-depth evaluation of
various factors. Plans large scale
systems projects through vendor
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Network Technician Senior

Network Engineer
– Senior - Wireless

comparison and cost studies.
Requires expert knowledge of
LAN/WAN systems, networks, and
applications. Have appropriate
levels of nationally recognized
network and IT certifications.
Examples Certs as follows: Cisco
Certified Network Professional
(CCNP) & CCIE, Extreme
Networks Specialist (ENS), CCNA
& Extreme Networks Associate
(ENA)
Responsible for the operational
support and maintenance of existing
network systems (including wireless
and VoIP). Performs network
upgrades using previously
established designs. Performs
network performance analyses.
Proactively monitors networks to
provide stable, dependable network
services across multiple platforms.
Configures and troubleshoots
computer networks. Maintains
LAN/WAN/wireless/VoIP
operations by working with network
facility and hardware/software
vendors to ensure timely problem
resolution. Maintains and utilizes
network management applications to
identify network faults, to ensure the
provision of data or other
telecommunications access to
customers, and the movement of
information from one location to the
other. Have appropriate levels of
nationally recognized network and
IT certifications. Examples Certs as
follows: Extreme Networks
Specialist (ENS), CCNA & Extreme
Networks Associate (ENA),
CCENT & CompTIA Network
A Network Engineer – Senior with
experience, training, and skills with
Wireless LANs. Designs and
implements computer networks
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Network Engineer –
Senior - Voice

Network Engineer –
Senior - Security

resulting in reliable and highperforming wireless networks.
Troubleshoot and evaluate existing
wireless configurations and systems
and present solutions. Works on
complex problems where analysis of
situation requires in-depth
evaluation of various factors. Plans
large scale systems projects through
vendor comparison and cost studies.
Requires expert knowledge of
LAN/WAN and wireless systems,
networks, and applications. Have
appropriate levels of nationally
recognized network and IT
certifications. Example Certs as
follows: CCNP & CCIE Wireless,
Extreme Networks Specialist
Wireless (ENS-W), CCNA-wireless
A Network Engineer – Senior with
experience, training, and skills with
IP Telephony. Designs and
implements computer networks
resulting in reliable and highperforming IP Telephony service
with or without unified
communications applications.
Troubleshoot and evaluate existing
IP Telephony configurations and
systems and present solutions.
Works on complex problems where
analysis of situation requires indepth evaluation of various factors.
Plans large scale systems projects
through vendor comparison and cost
studies. Requires expert knowledge
of LAN/WAN and IP Telephony
systems, networks, and applications.
Have appropriate levels of
nationally recognized network and
IT certifications. Example Certs as
follows: Cisco Certified Voice
Professional (CCVP) & CCIE –
Voice, CCNP-Voice
Assists in the development and
implementation of security policies,
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support of each of the three
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other CompQsoft efforts. To
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of various clients.

CompQsoft is able to provide
Senior Voice Network
Engineers in support of the
UCF effort. CompQsoft has
employed these same skills in
support of each of the three
past performance citations in
this response as well as in
other CompQsoft efforts. To
date, CompQsoft has placed 3
Senior Voice Network
Engineers in support of
various clients.
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procedures and measures in a
networking
environment. Responsible for
firewall configuration, maintenance,
monitoring and other various
network security measures.
Performs security assessments and
reviews networking initiatives for
security compliance. Evaluates and
recommends security products for
various platforms in the networking
environment. Have appropriate
levels of nationally recognized
network and IT certifications.
Example Certs as follows: CCNP &
CCIE Security & GCFW: GIAC
Certified Firewall Analyst, GCIA:
GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst,
GCIH: GIAC Certified Incident
Handler, GCUX: GIAC Certified
UNIX Security Administrator,
GCWN: GIAC Certified Windows
Security Administrator, GCED:
GIAC Certified Enterprise
Defender, GPEN: GIAC Certified
Penetration Tester, GWAPT: GIAC
Web Application Penetration Tester,
GSLC: GIAC Security Leadership
Certification, GCPM: GIAC
Certified Project Manager
Certification, GSSP-NET: GIAC
Secure Software Programmer .NET, GSSP-JAVA: GIAC Secure
Software Programmer – Java,
GSNA: GIAC Systems and Network
Auditor, GCFA: GIAC Certified
Forensic Analyst, GLEG: GIAC
Legal Issues & GAWN: GIAC,
various Cisco Security Certs.
Assessing Wireless Networks,
GXPN: GIAC Exploit Researcher
and Advanced Penetration Tester,
GREM: GIAC Reverse Engineering
Malware, GSE: GIAC Security
Expert
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Video Network or Video A Network Engineer (see
Conferencing
requirements for a Network
Engineer/Specialist
Engineer) with additional hands-on
experience and training with video
conferencing. This person designs,
deploys, and supports analog audiovisual and Video and IP systems.
Troubleshoots video issues
involving interconnections, video
bridges, etc. UCF primarily employ
Cisco/Tandberg and PolyCom
systems. We
do have one (1) LifeSize unit. This
engineer may have, but not required
to have video centric Certs as
follows: Implementing Cisco Video
Devices, Part 1 and / or Part 2
(VIVND1, VIVND2), Rich Media
Communications Specialist, Cisco
Telepresence Solutions Specialist,
Cisco Video Network Specialist, or
other industry recognized training
and Certs.

CompQsoft is able to provide
Video Network or Video
Conferencing Specialist in
support of the UCF effort.
CompQsoft has employed
these same skills in support of
each of the three past
performance citations in this
response as well as in other
CompQsoft efforts. To date,
CompQsoft has placed 3
Video Network or Video
Conferencing Specialist in
support of various clients.

3.2.7 Questions
Table 1
Question
Provide an outline of your technical expertise
and experience in network engineering

University of Central Florida
Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering

Proposer’s response
CompQsoft has many years of capability and
experience in providing network engineering
solutions and support to some of the Federal
Government’s largest enterprise infrastructure
such us the US Army’s Logistics Support
Activity (LSA). CompQsoft has been involved
in every aspect of network engineering from
the design of solutions, the development of
solutions, and the sustainment of those
solutions within the context of these large
enterprise
infrastructures.
In
addition,
CompQsoft has also provided networking
assessment and support focused on specific
application performance and needs such as on
the TEWLS program. Please reference Section
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3.2.5 for specific details about these efforts. In
each of these, as well as in other CompQsoft
efforts, CompQsoft personnel have been
providing the support as part of an integrated
team; working side by side with Government
and other contractor personnel in meeting
large, complex organizational objectives.
Are your personnel employed directly by your
firm? Or, do you contract with individuals or
other firms for personnel?

CompQsoft primarily employs personnel
directly with the firm. Where project needs
require, or unique skills are called for,
CompQsoft will contract with other firms (e.g.
firms with relevant past performance) or
individuals (personnel with highly specialized
skillsets or experience) to meet project
requirements.

Once an engineer(s) are on-board (at UCF
working), UCF fully expects engineers to be
on task until the work or project is finished.
UCF does not expect or accept service
providers arbitrarily pulling engineers away for
reassignment to other customers.

CompQsoft is dedicated to complete customer
satisfaction for both projects and personnel
supplied for any effort. CompQsoft personnel
are dedicated to the particular effort to which
they are assigned and will only be replaced
where personnel performance is not
satisfactory or some situation beyond the
firm’s control (e.g. death, illness, etc.).
CompQsoft is not one of those firms that
shows up with the “A” team only to replace
those personnel with the “B” team. Every
CompQsoft team and personnel are “A” team
players. Any changes (for reasons noted above)
will be presented to UCF first for review and
approval prior to any action being taken.

UCF expects the service provider to provide
UCF with a single-point of contact for the
administration of the resultant agreement. UCF
will want to be provided an escalation process
to rectify situations, to improve timely
acquisitions of engineers, etc.

CompQsoft will provide a dedicated
Program/Account Manager to support the UCF
efforts. This single point of contact will be
responsible for communications with UCF as
well as overall CompQsoft performance on the
contract.
CompQsoft has pre-defined escalation paths
defined as well as unique escalations defined
as part of its escalation processes and
procedures. Defined escalation paths are
engaged when existing performance metrics
and or issue timelines are not achieved, for
example an issue is not communicated back to

University of Central Florida
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the issue owner within one business day. Using
its on-line repository of metrics and issue
information, the logged issue will immediately
be escalated to the Business Unit Director for
action and resolution. Should a response not be
received by the issue owner within another
business day, the issue will be escalated to
senior leadership within CompQsoft for
addressing and resolution. Certain issues such
as a production failure affecting the entire
enterprise can leverage a unique escalation
path. Here the item is logged and escalated
automatically to senior leadership at
CompQsoft for action and resolution.
Explain your knowledge transfer strategy –
even though UCF engineers will/may be
working alongside contracted engineers on the
same project, what is your plan or method of
ensuring that adequate knowledge transfer has
occurred?

Provide a brief biography of a few potential
engineers to be provided as a result of being
selected as a service provider.
University of Central Florida
Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering

CompQsoft employs a three-pronged approach
in ensuring there is adequate knowledge
transfer between CompQsoft personnel and
client personnel. The first prong is through the
use of tried and proven mature software
development and support processes. The
consistent use of these processes and
techniques helps to ensure that client personnel
have a “single” method that is being utilized
for their support needs versus a series of “oneoff” solutions. The second prong is through the
use of adequate and complete documentation
being prepared for all activities. The
documentation provides an objective reference
for use by client personnel in assuming
software, solutions, or tasks that have been
performed
previously
by
CompQsoft
personnel. The third-prong is through the use
of a documented and repeatable knowledge
transfer process for relevant activities in which
CompQsoft personnel document, train, and
evaluate client personnel in the transition of
efforts from the CompQsoft team to the client
team. Combined these three prongs will ensure
that UCF engineers will have the knowledge
transfer needed to assume CompQsoft efforts
when requirements dictate.
Following are two profiles of the kinds of
engineers which CompQsoft can provide in
support of UCF requirements.
Profile #1 – Senior Network Engineer
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Knowledgeable in Network Security and
Information Assurance.
 Experienced in networking, LAN and
WAN technologies
 Familiar with Intrusion Detection Systems.
 Knowledgeable with CISCO Systems.
Work Examples:
 Guide and train Junior Network Engineers.
 Provide support for a multi-level network.
 Keep existing equipment up to date and
IAVA compliant.
 Engineer upgrades of equipment and
network expansions.
 Work with other network engineers on
Redstone to ensure LOGSA users are able
to perform their daily tasks without
network interruptions.
 Maintain LOGSA Core network of Cisco
Switches, Routers, and Firewalls. Setup
and maintain a network secured by Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliances.
 Setup and maintain a Client VPN utilizing
CAC authentication.
 Control access to the network services
using a CISCO Firewall Services Module,
Pix and ASA.
 Provide Network support for Metro
Ethernet connections.
 Support Web services using a CISCO
Application Control Engine (ACE) module.

Profile #2 – Network Technician
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Accomplished PC Support Technician
Professional with 10+ years of
experience in Computer Operations,
Technical and Help Desk support
Demonstrated track record of achieving
goals in a team environment.
Highly motivated and dependable.
Proven skills in problem solving and
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customer relationships.
Work Examples





Responsible for supporting Windows 7
in a network environment.
Provide advanced desktop support and
complex problem resolution.
Provide assistance to users to minimize
disruptions in computer operations.
Tests and analyzes computer hardware
and software malfunctions to resolve
physical and logical processing
problems. Installs, configures, modifies,
and documents operating systems.

Provide a listing of all certifications (Cisco,
CompQsoft has productive business and
Extreme Networks, and others) specific to the professional relationships with all major
engineering classes identified in Section 3.1.2
network equipment and service providers,
include firms such as Cisco, IBM amongst
others. In addition, CompQsoft recruits
personnel with the specific credentials for
specific job positions. CompQsoft will provide
personnel with the specific certifications for
each position requested by UCF. Folliwig
indicates those skills which are corporately
aligned (via existing business partner
relationship) or specifically recruited for the
position (via personnel with required
certifications):
 Cisco Certified Network Professional
(CCNP) – corporate aligned
 Cisco Certified Internetworking Expert
(CCIE) – corporately aligned
 Extreme Networks Specialist – Data Center
(ENS-DC) – specifically recruited
 Cisco Certified Design expert & Cisco
Certified Design Architect (CCAr) –
corporately aligned
 Extreme Networks Specialist (ENS),
CCNA & Extreme Networks Associate
(ENA) – specifically recruited
 CCENT & CompTIA Network –
corporately aligned
 Cisco Certified Network Professional
University of Central Florida
Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering
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(CCNP) & CCIE – corporately aligned
CCNP & CCIE Wireless – corporately
aligned
Extreme Networks Specialist Wireless
(ENS-W) – specifically recruited
CCNA-wireless – corporately aligned
Cisco Certified Voice Professional (CCVP)
& CCIE – Voice – corporately aligned
CCNP-Voice – corporately aligned
CCNP & CCIE Security – specifically
recruited
GCFW: GIAC Certified Firewall Analyst,
GCIA: GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst,
GCIH: GIAC Certified Incident Handler,
GCUX: GIAC Certified UNIX Security
Administrator – specifically recruited
GCWN: GIAC Certified Windows Security
Administrator – specifically recruited
GCED: GIAC Certified Enterprise
Defender – specifically recruited
GPEN: GIAC Certified Penetration Tester
– specifically recruited
GWAPT:
GIAC
Web
Application
Penetration Tester – specifically recruited
GSLC:
GIAC
Security Leadership
Certification – specifically recruited
GCPM: GIAC Certified Project Manager
Certification – specifically recruited
GSSP-NET: GIAC Secure Software
Programmer - .NET – specifically recruited
GSSP-JAVA: GIAC Secure Software
Programmer – Java – specifically recruited
GSNA: GIAC Systems and Network
Auditor – specifically recruited
GCFA: GIAC Certified Forensic Analyst
specifically recruited
GLEG: GIAC Legal Issues & GAWN:
GIAC – specifically recruited
GXPN: GIAC Exploit Researcher and
Advanced Penetration Tester – specifically
recruited
GREM: GIAC Reverse Engineering
Malware – specifically recruited
GSE: GIAC Security Expert – specifically
11/07/2013
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UCF will typically have the need to acquire
engineers in a very short time frame (less than
two weeks). See section 3.1.1. second
paragraph. Explain your capability in meeting
that need?

recruited
Implementing Cisco Video Devices, Part
and / or Part 2 (VIVND1, VIVND2)
corporately aligned
Rich Media Communications Specialist
corporately aligned
Cisco Telepresence Solutions Specialist
corporately aligned
Cisco Video Network Specialist
corporately aligned

1
–
–
–
–

CompQsoft has extensive experience in
providing experienced, capable personnel very
quickly. CompQsoft has extensive experience
within the Federal Government’s Indefinite
Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) task order
contracts. These efforts generally require the
identification and submission of multiple
personnel (7-10 on average) within five to
seven days. CompQsoft’s extensive database
of current and identified personnel combined
with our staff of dedicated recruiters will
ensure that CompQsoft Will incorporate the
time from candidate need identified to
candidate provided as a key performance
measure for the UCF effort. Our recruiting
process which follows ensures we quickly
identify and validate candidates.
Team CompQsoft’s dedicated sourcing team is
comprised of in-house staff members. We
employ trained sourcing specialists, who
concentrate on reaching out to and locating
active candidates. We also have trained
candidate development specialists, who focus
on maintaining contact with our candidates and
getting to know them so that when solicitations
arrive they can very quickly, recommend
which candidate to endorse. Once a solicitation
or requisition is received, a candidate
development specialist will compose a list of
active candidates based upon the stipulations
set forth in the request coming from the
authorized user.
Our vetting process includes the following
steps:

University of Central Florida
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Contact the applicant leads by phone,
Skype, email, or fax within 24 hours
Use our pre-screening tool to ensure that
the applicant meets all hiring requirements
Inform the applicant of the benefits of
working for the Team CompQsoft
organization
Use our “Preparing for Your Interview”
checklist as a guide to explain the selection
process and have the applicant complete
the skills checklist form
Ask the applicant to complete the
application packet
Schedule the applicant for a second
interview and competecy testing if
appropriate

Recruitment
All steps taken in this process will go through
steps that are recognized as industry standard
practices. Interviews will be conducted in
person, either at our central office or at the
office of one of our subcontractor’s locations,
depending upon the circumstances. The
process we will use to administer competency
tests, evaluate the candidate and conduct the
interview include the following steps:
 Administer the appropriate competency
tests
 Review the candidate’s application packet
to ensure completeness
 Prepare the behavioral and skills interview
questions
 Ask structured interview questions and take
notes
 Administer and evaluate competency tests
and skills using checklists
 Make a recommendation to the authorized
user
 Report to the authorized user upon
receiving results of the criminal
background check, work eligibility check,
credential
check,
references,
drug
screening, health forms and government
approval.
University of Central Florida
Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering
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Background Checks & Credentialing
See next response for details.
Submission
This information will be forwarded to our
candidate development staff, who will
determine if the candidate is well qualified and
well-suited to
the authorized user’s
environment.
After reviewing candidate
information, a member of the candidate
development staff will conduct in-person
interviews. Once the credentialing process has
been completed, successful candidates will be
added to our short list and an assessment folder
will be created that contains verification of any
licenses and education including transcripts,
the results of any required physical
examinations, training certificates, results of
background and drug screening, position
description and orientation checklist and skills
testing. The short list will be forwarded to the
managerial level of our sourcing team and the
required number of candidates requested by the
authorized user will be selected. Once the
decision is finalized, the resume(s) will be
immediately submitted to the authorized user
along with information regarding the status of
the candidate (whether he or she is a
CompQsoft employee, a subcontractor’s
employee or an independent contractor).
If there is a time lag between the submission of
the required number of resumes and the
notification of a candidate’s selection for
interview or release, Team CompQsoft will
conduct all pre-employment checks. In
addition, any training that a recommended
candidate may need to begin work will be
initiated.
In an emergency, UCF may have the need to
acquire an engineer in less than what was
explained in Section 3.1.1. second paragraph.
In other words, UCF may need to shorten the
stated one-week response time for a Request
for Price Quote to 1-3 days. Explain your
University of Central Florida
Staff Augmentation Services: Network Engineering

With our dedicated staffing team, CompQsoft
is able to provide focused recruiting for
emergency customer requirements. CompQsoft
recognizes that every staffing requirement is
important, but certain staffing needs must be
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capability in meeting that need?

filled immediately. For these requirements,
CompQsoft will dedicate specific staffing
personnel to work solely on that staffing
requirement until the position is filled. Based
on the specific skill required, CompQsoft may
dedicate more than one person to the
requirement (for more “hard to find” needs).
This ability to adapt and focus dedicated
staffing personnel to work solely on
emergency staffing needs enables CompQsoft
to be able to identify and propose emergency
requirements in one to three days.
Yes ____ No __X__

Is your company currently involved in any
unsettled litigation?
Has your company ever been issued a warning
or violation by a regulatory agency for
noncompliance with Federal or state
regulation?
Is your Firm capable of the following
employee pre-screening requirements:
Drug screening?
Driver’s Licenses Verification?
Criminal History Review?

If yes, explain
Yes ___ No _X__
If Yes, explain
CompQsoft is capable of providing all the
background checks required by the UCF
Network Engineering effort. All candidates
must document their background, eligibility to
work status, education, experience, training,
continuing education and demonstrated
competence in their fields including evidence
of any commendations or honors, evidence of
adherence to the ethics of their profession
including having and maintaining a good
reputation in the community, demonstration of
physical and mental suitability to practice
through drug screening and background
checks, the ability to work well with others,
assurances that he or she will provide
professional services to the client, and a
minimum of three professional references that
will provide written and oral statements that
verify information provided by the applicant.
CompQsoft endorses a safe, healthy and
productive work environment and does not
condone illegal drug use by our employees. All
employees are prohibited from being under the
influence of alcohol, illegal drugs and
improperly used prescription medications or
over-the-counter drugs. Any employee who

University of Central Florida
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violates this policy is subject to immediate
termination of employment. We contract with
several third-party vendors for background
checks and to administer a pre-employment
drug test for all employees based on facility
requirements.
Provide any additional information you feel
will assist UCF in determining your firms
qualifications

University of Central Florida
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CompQsoft provides UCF all the speed and
agility of a small firm, combined with the
process maturity and discipline of a large
business all in one place. We look forward to
supporting UCF in its network engineering
requirements.
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APPENDIX II -SUPPLEMENTAL OFFER SHEET
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The sections set forth below must each be initialed, as YES for "understood and agreed upon" or
NO for "not agreed to." Failure to complete and return this document with your offer could result
in rejection of your offer, at UCF’s sole discretion. Respondents shall not check sections as
"understood and agreed upon" with the intent to negotiate a change to those sections/terms and
conditions after tentative award of a contract resulting from this ITN. Respondents disagreeing
with any term or condition of this ITN shall act to resolve the difference prior to the deadline for
inquires, as noted in this ITN. A Respondent’s disagreement with any non-negotiable section of
this ITN shall be automatically rejected. Failure of the university and the tentative awardee to
come to an agreement with respect to terms and conditions within a time frame UCF determines
to be reasonable constitutes grounds for rejection of that offer and the University shall have the
right, at its sole discretion, to award the contract to the next favorable respondent.
SECTION
2.1 **Non-negotiable**
2.2 **Non-negotiable**
2.3 **Non-negotiable**
2.4
2.5
2.6 **Non-negotiable**
2.7 Section Not Used
2.8 **Non-negotiable**
2.9
2.10
2.11 **Non-negotiable**
2.12
2.13**Non-negotiable**
2.14**Non-negotiable**

YES
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__

NO
_____
____
_____
_____
_____
_____

RESPONDENT INITIALS
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18 **Non-negotiable**
2.19
2.20 **Non-negotiable**
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27**Non-negotiable**
2.28
2.29

__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
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2.30**Non-negotiable**
2.31**Non-negotiable**
2.32
2.33
2.34
2.35**Non-negotiable**
2.36
2.37

__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

2.38
2.39**Non-negotiable**
2.40
2.41
2.42**Non-negotiable**
2.43
2.44
2.45
2.46
2.47
2.48
2.49 **Non-negotiable**
2.50

__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__
__X__

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

3.0

__X__

_____

_______
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APPENDIX III - CERTIFICATE OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES
We, CompQsoft, Inc. certify to the University of Central Florida that we do not and will not
maintain or provide for our employees any segregated facilities at any of our establishments, and
that we do not and will not permit our employees to perform their services, under our control,
where segregated facilities are maintained. We understand and agree that a breach of this
certification is a violation of the Equal Opportunity clause required by Executive order 11246 of
24 September 1965.
As used in this certification, the term "segregated facilities" means any waiting rooms, work
areas, rest rooms and wash room, restaurants and other eating areas, time clocks, locker rooms
and other storage or dressing areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment
areas, transportation and housing facilities provided for employees which are segregated by
explicit directive or are in fact segregated on the basis of race, creed, color or national origin,
because of habit, local custom or otherwise.
We, further, agree that (except where we have obtained identical certifications from offered
subcontractors for specific time periods) we will obtain identical certifications from offered
subcontractors prior to the award of subcontracts exceeding $10,000 which are not exempt from
the provisions of the Equal Opportunity Clause; that we will retain such certification in our files;
and that we will forward the following notice to such offered subcontractors (except where the
offered subcontractors have submitted certifications for specific time periods):
NOTE TO PROSPECTIVE SUBCONTRACTORS OR REQUIREMENTS FOR
CERTIFICATIONS OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES. A Certificate of Non-segregated
Facilities, as required by the 9 May 1967 order on Elimination of Segregated Facilities, by the
Secretary of Labor (32 Fed. Reg. 7439, 19 May 1967), must be submitted prior to the award of a
sub-contract exceeding $10,000 which is not exempt from the provisions of the Equal
Opportunity clause. The certification may be submitted either for each sub-contract or for all
subcontracts during a period (i.e. quarterly, semiannually, or annually).
NOTE: Whoever knowingly and willfully makes any false, fictitious, or fraudulent
representation may be liable to criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.C. 1001.
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APPENDIX III - CERTIFICATE OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES SUBPART
- CONTRACTOR'S AGREEMENTS
SEC. 202. Except in contracts exempted in accordance with Section 204 of this Order, all
Government contracting agencies shall include in every Government contract hereafter entered
into the following provisions:
During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:
(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The contractor will take affirmative
action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Such action
shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, upgrading demotion, or transfer;
recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post
in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be
provided by the contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which the
contractor has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to
be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the labor union or worker's representative
of the contractor's commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246 of September
24, 1965, and shall post copies of notice in conspicuous places available to employees and
applicants for employment.
(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 of September
24, 1965 and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order No.
11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor,
or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting
agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with
such rules, regulations and orders.
(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this
contract or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled,
terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for
further Government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order No.
11246 of September 24, 1965, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoiced
as provided in Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order
of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.
University of Central Florida
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(7) The contractor will include the provision of Paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcontract
or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor
issued pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that
such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The contractor will take such
action with respect to any subcontract or purchase orders the contracting agency may direct as a
means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for noncompliance. Provided, however,
that in the event the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a
subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the contractingagency, the contractor
may request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the interest of the United
States.
SEC. 402 Affirmative Action for Disabled Veterans and Veterans of the Vietnam Era:
(1) The contractor agrees to comply with the affirmative action clause and regulation published
by the US Department of Labor implementing Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veteran's
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as amended, and Executive Order 11701, which are
incorporated in this certificate by reference.
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APPENDIX IV - COMPLIANCE AND CERTIFICATION OF GOOD STANDINGS
The parties shall at all times comply with all applicable ordinances, laws, rules and regulations of
local, state and federal governments, or any political subdivision or agency, or authority or
commission thereof, which may have jurisdiction to pass laws, ordinances, or make and enforce
rules and regulations with respect to the parties.
Vendors shall certify below that they are in good standings to conduct business in the State of
Florida. The awardee of any contract resulting from this solicitation shall forward a
certification of good standing. The certifications must be submitted to the UCF Purchasing
Department prior to providing any goods or services required under the resulting contract.
Noncompliance with this provision may constitute rejection of proposal or termination of a
contract at UCF’s sole discretion.
CERTIFICATION
I certify that the company submitting an offer under this solicitation in is compliance with all
applicable laws to conduct business in the State of Florida, is in good standings and will provide
a certificate of good standings from the State of residence prior to initiating any performance
under any contract resulting from this solicitation.
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